
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of director
business analysis. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director business analysis

Overseeing the development and implementation of IT related training
programs and documentation efforts
This individual will drive a large portfolio of work, manage 5-10 individuals,
been seen as a thought leader, requires strong program management
experience and will be interacting with senior leadership on a regular basis
Build and maintain short-term statistical forecast models based on historic
time-series, patient models and causal methods to identify potential risks and
opportunities to Sr
Provide forecasting support and expertise to the annual long range planning
(LRP) process and portfolio review process
Interact with Global TA and Global BI & DS teams to ensure that US input into
Global forecast processes are well documented and communicated to Sr
Develop and implement methodologies and criteria for utilizing various data
(syndicated demand, trade, CRM, ) to improve the predictive value of
forecast models
Ensure EMD Serono is maintaining pace with current industry best practices
for forecasting
Provide transparent and timely secondary data analysis on market trends,
product performance, market opportunities and risks via monthly / quarterly
market and brand performance analyses for our commercial brands
Enable Sr
Collaborate with the Business Systems, Information Systems and Commercial
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Qualifications for director business analysis

Create strategic and comprehensive solutions across multiple business
groups to streamline processes and procedures
Ensure adherence to strict compliance and audit driven requirements from a
regulatory standpoint, adherence to established knowledge management
writing guidelines to ensure content accuracy and consistency
Oversee the coordination and facilitation of process mapping sessions with
appropriate LOB SMEs, Control Officer and other parties as required
Balanced
Experience with financial database/reporting software preferred
In-depth familiarity with Colorado Springs, Air Force Space Command,
NORAD/NORTHCOM, Army Space and Missile Defense Command, and
associated enterprises and leadership of each entity is required


